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Le Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg
2021 Edition
The only competition in the world entirely dedicated to the
diversity of the white wines, under the Patronage of the OIV

NEW NAME AND CORPORATE IDENTITY
Since 2020, a significant step is the new name of the competition now called
« Le Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg ».
We are proud to contribute to the Alsatian position as the place to be regarding
white wines of the world.

DATES & PLACE
With the approval of all international judges, Le Mondial will be held on Saturday 2nd
and Monday 3rd of October. With its specially equipped room, the newly renovated
Strasbourg Congress Centre is the ideal setting to enhance Le Mondial des Vins
Blancs Strasbourg.
12 white wines categories:

1. Chardonnay

5. Pinot Blanc

9. Sylvaner

2. Chenin

6. Pinot Gris

10. Viognier

3. Gewürztraminer

7. Riesling

11. Other White grape varieties

4. Muscat

8. Sauvignon

12. White blended Wines

As from 2021 :
• 12 « DRY » trophies for the best wine in each categorie (0-4 g/l sugar)
• The VINOFED Prize for the dry Wine (0-4 g/l sugar) with the highest mark in the Mondial
• The Grand Prix du Jury for the wine with the highest mark in the Mondial
The results will be released live from Strasbourg events TV studio on our FB
contest page on the 11th of October at 6.00 pm. Then find the whole results on
our website:
mondial-vins-blancs.com
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A renewed patronage
OIV - A Prestigious patronage

WE ARE HONOURED THAT
MRS. MONIKA CHRISTMANN,
THE CURRENT VICE PRESIDENT
OF OIV WILL BE THE CHAIR
OF THE COMPETITION
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The OIV Patronage (Organisation Internationale de la Vigne et du Vin) is a prestigious
and required approval to belong to the wine competitions of international fame that
the Great White wines of the world competition obtained 10 years ago for the first
time.
Thanks to the Strasbourg événements’ compliance with the strict rules of the
international competitions, the OIV renewed one more time its confidence and its
prestigious patronage.
Thanks to those official checks and supervision, Strasbourg événements can
guarantee a worldwide recognition to the competitors.
The rewarded winegrowers will be authorized to affix the seals of the prizes obtained
to their bottles.
NEWS : An Italian, Luigi MOIO, has been elected OIV President for the next
three years succeeding the Brazilian Regina VANDERLINDE who missed the last
competition because of the pandemia.
The heads of the OIV working bodies have also been elected on the 12th of July,
2021.

WWW.OIV.INT
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VINOFED
the guarantee of excellence!
VINOFED is the World Federation of
Major International Wine and Spirits
competitions and gathers currently 18
major competitions.
• Asia wine Trophy (Korea)
• Berliner Wine Trophy (Germany)
• Catad’Or Wine Awards (Chile)
• Citadelles du Vin (France)
• Le Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg (France)
• Vinalies Internationales (France)
• Danube Wine Challenge (Slovakia)
• Mondial du Rosé (France), both are organized
by the OEnologues de France
• Bacchus (Spain)
• Premios Zarcillo (Spain)
• International Wine Contest Bucharest (Romania)
• Mondial des Pinots (Switzerland)
• Mondial du Merlot (Switzerland)
• Mondial des Vins Extrêmes (Italy)
• Portugal Wine Trophy (Portugal)
• Selections Mondiales des Vins (Canada)
• Vin Agora (Hungary)
• Mondial du Chasselas (Suisse).

The Président Fernando Gurucharri

A very nice moment, the meeting of the VINOFED competitions
heads during the General Assembly in August 2021.

With its observer status at the Organisation Internationale de la Vigne et du Vin (OIV),
VINOFED collaborates in the development and revision of OIV Standards for International
wines and spirits as well as guidelines for competitions. Vinofed obtains OIV patronage
for its members. VINOFED audits each competition to exacting standards.
The aim is to ensure absolute credibility for VINOFED members and to ensure the
authenticity and high quality of wines and spirits that obtain awards, and to give them
the right to carry the VINOFED label.
VINOFED gives the producers the assurance that its products have been assessed
according to well-defined guidelines by competent international tasters. It strengthens
consumer confidence by guaranteeing the quality of award-winning products.
A VINOFED award for the best DRY wine
For the third time the VINOFED prize (0-4g sugar) will be granted to the best DRY Wine
in the competition all categories combined.

WWW.VINOFED.COM
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The Union de la Sommellerie Française

The Union de la Sommellerie Francaise*,
is well represented at Le Mondial des Vins
Blancs.
This association, which aims to promote,
support, develop, improve and protect
the Sommelier profession and activity,
brings an additionnal guarantee of the
tasters’ competences and grants a valued
credibility to the winners.
Strasbourg Evènements welcomes many representatives of the UDSF, which
confirms the Unions interest towards le Mondial des Vins Blancs.
Serge DUBS, 1989 World’s Best Sommelier and also Vice President of the A.S.I.
(association de la sommellerie international) will take part in the tastings as member
of the jury. For this entire career, he was rewarded in march 2021, the 1st Gérard
Basset Prize. He is undoubtedly the ambassador of the Alsatian vineyards.
Other members from the stearing committee of the Association of Alsatian
Sommeliers will also judge the samples, which shows the increasing interest of the
official wine authorities in the Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg.
It should be noted that, each year, the wine stewards supervised by their teacher
Antoine WOERLÉ, are students “course sommellerie” of the Lycee Hôtelier Alexandre
Dumas of Illkirch, near Strasbourg.

Breaking News:
We are proud to announce that Serge Dubs will be awarded on October the 3rd, a
highly Alsatian distinction, the «Bretzel d’or».
For his constant contribution to the Alsatian excellence through his actions in
Alsace, France and internationally, bravo Monsieur Serge!
More informations : https://www.bretzeldor.com/
*The Union de la Sommellerie Française currently has more than 1,300 members and incorporates 21
regional associations, thanks to which it organises tastings and seminars, while also taking part in training
workshops for young wine waiters. At its major conferences, which bring together a considerable part of
its membership, the UDSF awards «golden grapes» to the best master.

WWW.SOMMELIER-FRANCE.ORG
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L’Union des Œnologues de France
The Enologists syndicate

Founded in 1959 (4 years after the DNO degree) the Union des Oenologues de France
gathers all wine professionnals graduated with the DNO. 1500 Enologists have joined
the Union to contribute to the recognition and the protection of their job.
Their opinions regarding wine regulations and sector are then reported to the
national and international wine and vine organizations.
Thanks to a 7 agencies organization, the Union is directly connected with its members
and the daily operations (the agencies are located in Alsace, Bordeaux Sud-Ouest,
Bourgogne Centre Est, Champagne, Languedoc-Roussillon, Provence-Corse-Vallée
du Rhône and Val de Loire). Each Region manages its own activities (wine contests,
tastings), organizes meetings (technical conferences) is connected with the regional
offices and is in charge of the organization of the Congrès national des OEnologues
each year in May.
Union des Œnologues de France- Maison des Œnologues
21-23 rue de Croulebarbe- 75013 Paris
Contact presse : Stéphanie Dupérié - 01 58 50 52 20 26
stephanie.duperie@uoef.fr
Œnologues de France

WWW.OENOLOGUESDEFRANCE.FR
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Le CIVA
#drinkalsace
The conseil interprofessionnel des Vins d’Alsace (CIVA) was instituted by decree on
April 22, 1963. Its field of activity covered the AOC Alsace, recognized by decree on
October 3, 1962.
It was later expanded with the appellations «Alsace Grand Cru» and «Crémant
d’Alsace», recognized respectively by decree on November 20, 1975 and on August
24, 1976.
The Comité Interprofessionnel du Vin d’Alsace (of Alsace wine) such as it was
originally named, later became «Conseil Interprofessionnel of Alsace Wines»,
therefore including the diversity of wines of Alsace and their appellations.
The CIVA gathers more than 850 wine producers (wineries, cooperative cellars, wine
merchants).
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A NEW DYNAMIC !
In order to promote Alsatian wines and to position them as the reference of white
in the world, the CIVA decided to strenghten the existing Concours. That is why the
CIVA has been closely working with its long time partner Strasbourg Evénements
regarding a new formula of the Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg.
That new proposal aims to highlight dry wines, to strenghten mediatisation and to
position Alsace as the place to be regarding white wines of the world.
The 2021 step is to organize masterclasses dedicated to the Grands Crus d’Alsace
within the competition.

WWW.VINSALSACE.COM/FR
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The ANEV is the national association of elected
representatives of the vine and wine.
The National Association of Elected Vine and Wine was
born on June 15, 1999 at the initiative of some twenty
parliamentarians from wine constituencies across France.
Its creation was a response to the observation made by
Michel Grégoire, former agricultural technician and Member
of Parliament for Drôme, who deplored the absence of a
network of elected representatives to represent the vine
and wine territories, who nevertheless share so many
concerns. and commonalities.
Inspired by other associations of elected officials serving
the territories, these elected officials then decided to found
ANEV to constitute the network of elected representatives
of wine, transcending all political and geographic divisions.
ANEV now has several hundred members, including a large
majority of wine-growing municipalities and intermunicipal
bodies, as well as around one hundred parliamentarians
from regions and departments.

ANEV’s missions aim to meet 4 main objectives:
• Express and represent the general interests of wine-growing areas;
• Promote consultation, exchange and dialogue between elected representatives of wine;
• Inform the member communities of the policies implemented by the public authorities;
• And above all, promote the dynamism of viticulture and its terroirs.
In order to best meet these objectives, ANEV has embarked on a development strategy
aimed at establishing partnerships with important events for viticulture, in order to
improve its presence across the territories.
This is why, in this year 2021, ANEV and the Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg have
decided to set up a «win-win» partnership. This should allow ANEV to improve its
anchoring in the regions producing white wines, in particular in Alsace, while offering
the Mondial des Vins blancs Strasbourg new visibility among elected members of
ANEV, and all those interested in its activity.
Moreover, this partnership also allows ANEV to pursue its mission of promoting the
dynamism and vitality of viticulture, which can only be better symbolized by the
quality of the productions rewarded at the Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg.

WWW.ELUSDUVIN.ORG
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The schools partners
The lycée Alexandre Dumas
The lycée Alexandre Dumas of Illkirch Graffenstaden
specialized in tourism, hotel and catering trainings proposes a one year training, the «Mention Complémentaire
- Sommellerie». 10 to 12 weeks of training period are
mandatory.
Managed by their teachers, the students in Sommellerie will
ensure for the 23rd consecutive year, the wine service during
the competition. A rich live experience for those future
sommeliers who will get their “Mondial des Vins Blancs” wine
service diploma after the competition!
More information : http://lycee-hotelier-adumas.fr/

The AIVA, The International Academy of Wines in Alsace
The International Academy of Wines in Alsace
teaches, develops and deepens all the wine
professions: Viticulture, Winemaking, Sommellerie,
Management,
Marketing,
Communication,
Management
and
Commercialization.
AIVA
proposes and ensures the adequacy between
the teaching delivered and the professional
skills required. AIVA collaborates with speakers
appreciated for their professionalism in the wine
sectors, sales, communication, export, oenotourism
and others.
AIVA adapts to a very diverse audience and offers both very short training courses
on request, as well as pathways to university degrees.
The AIVA WSET students, as observers, are invited to taste the competing white
wines. They will mark the samples according to the OIV rules exactly in the same
conditions as the expert jurors, even if their points will not be taken into account
for the final compilation. A great challenge for the students and the opportunity of
meeting worldwide experts!
More information : https://aiva-eu.com/lacademie/
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The Competition
How it works
Due to the COVID pandemic, the first rule to be followed is the health protocol. The
health standards will be applied according to current government guidelines.
Then, regarding the tasting itself, the very strict tasting rules require the jurors to be
unfailingly impartial in their judgement.
The tasters will be required not only to taste but also
to describe and comment on the wines according
to the following criteria :
• The visual aspect
• The olfactive aspect
• The impression on the palate
• The overall impression
• The particular uniqueness and character of the product

The whole criteria are then reported and registered through a numerical process
thanks to an electronic device.
The Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg welcomes professional tasters (qualified
tasters, oenologists, sommeliers; wine growers, journalists etc...), selected throughout
the world according to their experience and competences. Most of them are also
experts for other international OIV supported competitions.
Each table will be made up from 5 to 7 places.
So, a majority of foreign tasters is secured for each table.
There will be 10 tables. Each jury will taste the grape varieties every day starting at
8.30 am.
The 70 international judges will debate, rate their jury’s table regarding about 700
tasted samples and grant them their note.
The rewarded winegrowers will be authorized to affix the seals of the prizes obtained
to their bottles.
The awards will be given to wines obtaining
• for a gold: a Minimum of 89 points
• for a silver: a Minimum of 85 points
Only 30% of the wines can be awarded a medal.
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The Judges
Our wine judges are highly motivated :
21 nationalities will gather in Strasbourg, it’s unheard of!
Cecillia ALARCON SALINAS – Chile
International wine consultant - Wines of Chile Ambassador
Sommelière and founder of Enogastronomy Consulting S.p.A.
Cecilia is also member of the international network «Women of
Wine»

Dr. Lubos BARTA – Czech Republic
Chief Editor of SOMMELIER magazine. PR, Marketing &
Communication professor within the Business Institute Prague
(MBA), lecturer in several universities worldwide. Award recipient
of the OIV prize for the best book category wine economy.
Expert winejudge, consultant, renowned wine educator.

Alexandra ALEXANDROVA – Russia
Deputy Managing Director of Gourmet Alliance Group
WSET level 4 diploma holder, Weinakademiker, VIA Italian Wine
Ambassador, level 2 student of the Institut des Maîtres des Vins

Isabelle BACHELARD - France
Professional taster
Wine journalist - Translator - Author
Wine Academy training with Steven SPURRIER

Ivana BARTA - KOVARIKOVA – Czech Republic
Founder and President of GastroPress Ltd. Publishing & Wine
Marketing, Editor of the czech SOMMELIER magazine, specialized
for restaurants and travel professionals. Winejudge in numerous
international wine contests in the world
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The judges
Roberta BERNASCONI-BORELLA - Switzerland
Her passion for oenology led her to leave her banking / finance
profession to devote herself to wine. Currently professional sommelier
registered with the Swiss Association of Professional Sommeliers ASSP.
She works as a manager in Vinarte wine shops in Ticino, collaborates
with several wineries and with the national television Switzerland RSI.
Juror in national and international competitions.

Rainer BETZ – Germany
Sommelier - International Wine Agent, Specialist WSET Diploma
Level 4 (Rust - Austria)
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Francesco BONFIO – Italy
Independent wine merchant in Siena, Tuscany,
President of AEPI Association of Professional Italian Wine Cellars.

Diego BONNEL – Argentina
Diego tastes more than 3000 worldwide wines a year. He is
experienced in exportation and advices numerous European
winehouses. He cumulates various activities like teaching, writing
and the preparation of Master of Wine.

Manuel Ángel CAPOTE PEREZ – Spain
Œnologist and owner of the Cave de Balcón, œnotourism expert
and vice-president of the CERVIM, technical consultant in several
wineries.
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The judges
José CARVALHO – Portugal
Winegrower in the Bairrada region in Portugal, teacher in the
agricultural college of Santarem, Member of the Brotherhood
jury

Hector CASTIELLO – Spain
Wine merchant - Wine trading since 1996 - Wine judge for more
than 20 years in Berliner Wein Trophy, Portugal WT, Asia WT, Citta
del Vino Italie, Bacchus and Baco, spanish competitions.
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Marie CHEONG-THONG – United-Kingdom
Freelance Writer and Presenter
International Wine, Spirits and Sake Judge
WSET Educator and Sake School of America
Executive Director British Sake Association
Member of Guild of Culinary Writers

Dr. Monika CHRISTMANN – Germany
Director of the Hochschule Geisenheim University
Honorary President of the OIV (2015-2018)

Lorenzo COLOMBO -Italy
Judge at the ONAV
Sommelier
Wine tasting teacher
Accredited curator for more than 30 competitions in Italy and
Europe
Owner of the blog www. ioeilvino. it
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The judges
Edmund DIESLER – Germany
Vice-President of the International Union of Oenologists President of the German oenologists for 15 years till 2017.
Comex member of the International Union of Oenologists (UIOE)
for more than 15 years, Comex Member of the Berliner Wein
Trophy, the Asia Wine Trophy and the Portugal Wine Trophy.

Jean-Marie DIRWIMMER – France
Master sommelier and member of
Grand Council of the Confrérie Saint-Etienne
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Louis DRUNTZER – France
Former commercial agent of the Bacardi / Martini group and
wine lover

Serge DUBS – France
1989 Best Sommelier in the World
1st winner of the ASI Gérard Basset prize
Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur

Edita ĎURČOVÁ – Slovakia
Consultant oenologist
Expert in sensory analysis
Member of the jury at several international competitions
Director of the Danube Wine Challenge
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The judges
Ivo DVOŘÁK – Czech Republic
Sommelier with an endless passion for wine, gastronomy and
everything related to this fascinating profession

Sue EAMES – United-Kingdom
WSET graduate,
Jury and international trainer, especially in GB, France and
Germany Member of the Association of Wine Educators, Circle of
Wine Writers Consoeur de La Confrérie Saint-Etienne d´Alsace
Sept 2021 she was inducted as Chevalier du Tastevinage at Clos
Vougeot in Burgundy.

Eric FARGEAS – France
Passionate about wines, has spent most of his career in the wine
world for different houses and groups in Alsace and France. Member
of the Confrérie Saint-Etienne d’Alsace in 2012 as general delegate in
charge of activities of the Brotherhood among with the organization
of the Sigille de Qualité award tasting which takes place twice a year
at the Château de Kientzheim.

Wolfgang FEHSE – Germany
Oenologist and Wine expert

Vivienne FRANKS – United-KIngdom
International wine educator & wine judge
Conducts classes, tastings and wine tours around the world.
www. goodwinetours. com
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The judges
Thierry FRITSCH – France
oenologist, Thierry Fritsch has been working for the CIVA for
nearly 25 years.
Responsible for Marketing Content, he also provides all the
conferences in France and around the world.

Alfred FUCHS – France
Great Counselor of the Confrérie Saint-Etienne. Experienced
Winejudge in several competitions.
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David FURKA – Hungary
Freelance project manager
Wine consultant
WSET Level 4 Graduate and Diploma Holder, Vinakademiker, VIA
Italian wine ambassador, economist and engineer.

Mar GALVÁN – Spain
Oenologist, Sommelier
Expert in sensory analysis, International taster, Food safety
techniques, writer, poet,
she published 3 books.

Roberto GAUDIO – Italy
VINOFED delegate, agronomic engineer, President of the CERVIM
(2011 - july 2020)
Member of the CDA of the CERVIM - Chair of the Concours
Mondial des Vins Extrêmes
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The judges
Enzo GIORGI – Italy
National Director of CITTA DEL VINO - AIS Counselor since 2000 ONAV Counselor since 2000

José-Luis GONZÁLES – Spain
Agronomist
Oenologist
Master in viticulture and oenology Taster at numerous
competitions

Jean-Paul GOULBY – France
Receiver Chancellor of the Saint-Étienne Brotherhood
Coordinator of the Alsace Brotherhoods

Fernando GURUCHARRI – Spain
Biologist / Oenologist
President of the Spanish Catadores Union (UEC) Director of the
Bacchus Competition
VINOFED President

André HAAG – France
Vice-President of the Scherwiller Rieslinger Brotherhood
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The judges
Wolfgang HAUPT – Germany
Graduated oenologist
Vice President of VINOFED

Teresa HELMOVA – Czech Republic
Involved in the family cellar from an early age. 3 years experience
in the best Czech cellars. Oenology teacher at Mendel University.
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Markus HUNGERBÜHLER – Switzerland
Lawyer and wine writer
Judge for more than ten years in wine competitions in Europe and
Asia.

Richard JUNCKER – France
Cellar Master in the Cave Vinicole de Cleebourg - Great
Counselor of the Confrérie St-Etienne,
œnothéquaire at the Confrérie des Vins de Cleebourg and
Officier dans l’Ordre du Mérite Agricole.

Katerina KARAMPATEA – Greece
Chemist, Graduate Oenologist (DN0)
Consultant oenologist and Director of the Oenopolis oenological
laboratory
Associate researcher at the Department of Agricultural
Biotechnology and Oenology at IHU in Dráma
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The judges
Gérard LECLERC – Belgium
Expert and Oenology Professor, Consultant – animator in various
wineclubs and oenological associations

Vincent LEGLANTIER – France
Winegrower in Saudoy, in Champagne.
President of the Brotherhood of Saint-Vincent du Sézannais,
elected to the Syndicat Général des Vignerons (SGV) and
Secretary General of the National Association of Elected Vine and
Wine (ANEV). WSET level 2 holder.

Miroslav MAJER – Czech Republic
Mirek is CEO and owner of award-winning winery Davinus.
Chairman of the committee of the Czech Republic’s national wine
competition « The wine Salon of Czech Republic » since 2012
Numerous and prestigious OIV patronaged international
competitions rely on his professionalism

Peter MAREK – Czech Republic
Wine trader
President of the Czech winegrower of the year (Contest)

Bruno MARRET – France
Oenologist, owner of « Signatures de Prestige » a wine trading
business since 2001, Passionate about facilitating relationships
between good food restaurants and top quality winegrowers
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The judges
Annie MARTIN STEFANATTO – France – Italy
Sommelière - Wine judge in Italian and international wine
contests - Regional coordinator for the Vinibuoni Guide in Italy

Nicola MATTANA – Switzerland
2003 Best Sommelier of Switzerland - Sommelier at Buonvini
Zürich - Director of the Sommellerie School in Italian language in
Zurich

José MONCAYO – Spain
Born in Villanueva de Los Infantes, the famous «Don Quichotte»’s
village de la Mancha, he lives in Ubrique (Cadix)
Export Manager at Bodega UCI

Michelle PADBERG – USA
Co-owner of Vival Winery.
Experienced sommelier.
Writer.
International wine judge.

Fanny PAILLOCHER – France
Communication and event manager
Major 2022 of the Wine Brotherhood Confrérie de Saint-Etienne
(Alsace)
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The judges
Thibaut PERRATONE – France
Sommelier passionate about the great history of wines, vineyards
and their diversity.
Will always be astonished at the power of wine to bring people
together.

Daniele RASPINI – Italy
Sommelier and winelover, I grew up in the Chianti area that
enables a good wine understanding.
I am specialized in international winecontests and I travel all over
the world to taste wine

Magali RIZK – France
Oenologist, I share my wine passion in my wineshop in Occitanie,
South of France
I am always delighted when tasting nice wines from other French
areas as well as wines from other continents !

Audrey ROUSSEL – France
Thanks to her profession, she has the chance to taste wines from
all over the world.
Taster for IGP d’Oc since 2010.
WSET3 graduate

Renato ROVETTA – Italy
Director of « Sommelierfriend.eu »
The «Sommelierfriend in Cantina» App maker
Director of « Music & Wine » - the Radio dedicated to the wine
world - Co-writer of the «Rosa Rosati Rosè» guide
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The judges
Pierre RUHLMANN – France
Winegrower.
Grand - Master of the Brotherhood Confrérie Saint-Etienne
(Alsace)

John Umberto SALVI – United-KIngdom
Master of Wine
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Jorge SAMPAIO – Portugal
President of the Association Rota da Bairrada

Yvelise SCHAEFFER – France
Member of the Association des Sommeliers d’Alsace and Disciple
of Escoffier, Yvelise Schaeffer was in charge of the Conseil
Interprofessionnel des Vins d’Alsace Public Relations, collaborated
also to the Champagnes Pommery and Lanson communication. She
manages « L’Atelier Fertile d’Yvelise» her event management agency in
Strasbourg specialized in the food and wine trade

Derek SHAW – United Kingdom
Founder of the company Wine Passport Switzerland, involved in
wine education within many institutes and wine tours in French
speaking Western Switzerland
www.winepassportswitzerland.ch
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The judges
Martin SMID – Czech Republic
Chef Sommelier for 19 years and recently appointed Sales
Director of the Znovín Znojmo Winery.
London WSET holder and «Weinakademiker» of the
Weinakademie Österreich in Austria
International wine tasting Certificate ( ISO)

Christophe SOUDANT – France
Sommelier, Blogger, Manager of a Wine Bar, English wine
language teacher , Sommellerie teacher
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Giannis TRIANTAFYLLIDIS – Greece
Winemaker of a small family wine estate.
Co-owner of the OENOPOLIS oenological laboratory.
Active in the wine industry since 1991.

Toshio UENO – Japon
Born in Japan where his family has cultivated wine grapes, Koshu,
for generations
Toshio is Vice President of the Sake School of America and has
just been appointed Goodwill Ambassador for Japanese Cuisine
by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in January
2021

Anne UNBEKAND – France
Sensory analyst and tasting educator for 27 years in food industry in
France and abroad - www.anneosens.com
Wine judge since 2007, holder of the CIVA certifications and other trainings
in France.
Expert wine-taster for QualiSud, for both the Late Harvest and Selection
Grains Nobles approvals + for the Alsacian selections of the Hachette Guide
Wine academies consultant
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The judges
Josef Jr. VALIHRACH – Czech Republic
Oenologist in his family-run winery (Winner of Chardonnay du
Monde, Czech Winemaker of the Year)
He is the youngest ever certified member of the Czech Ministry
of Agriculture commission for wine evaluation

Josef VALIHRACH Sr. – Czech Republic
Triple winner of Czech Winemaker of the Year
2014 World Chardonnay Champion
Chairman of the Czech Independant WInegrowers

Monica VAN DER STAP – Netherlands
Passionate by terroirs
Holder of a CIVA wine taster certificate 3rd level
I am in charge of a wine tasting cellar in Burgundy, I organize
workshops and wine tours in Burgundy and in Alsace

Walter WEBBER– Italy
Œnologist in Sud Tyrol and in the Trentin area, consultant in the
whole Italian territory for winehouses
Director and Oenologist in the Aldeno Winery

Emeline ZUFFEREY– Switzerland
Oenologist and technical director of the VINEA association. She
organizes 3 competitions: Grand Prix du Vin Suisse, Mondial des
Pinots, Mondial du Merlot and blends. VINOFED secretary.
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The Agenda
Of the 2 day’s contests
SATURDAY 2ND OF OCTOBER
8.00 am : Departure by H-bus (all Electric bus) from Hotels to Congress Centre.
8.15 am : Arrival at the Congress Centre at the Schweitzer entry, check of sanitary
passes + attendance register and entry in the tasting room « salle Etoile »
9 - 12.30 pm : The contest : Briefing for the Jurys and Tastings
1.00 pm : Lunch – Congress Centre
NEW in 2021 !
2.30 pm – 3.30 pm : MASTERCLASS for the journalists and the schools partners
students as well as for the Jury members: CHILE and Grands Crus D’Alsace
4.00 pm – 7.00 pm : free afternoon
7.30 pm : Traditional dinner « Choucroute garnie » in city center

SUNDAY 3RD OF OCTOBER
8 am : Departure by H-bus from Hotels to Congress Centre.
8.30 am : Arrival at the Congress Centre at the Schweitzer entry, check of sanitary
passes + attendance register and entry in the tasting room « salle Etoile »
9 - 12.30 pm : The contest : Briefing for the Jurys and Tastings
1.00 pm : Lunch - Congress Centre
3.00 pm : THE END of the 2021 Edition
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MASTERCLASSES
2 simultaneous Masterclasses
Both will take place on saturday the 2nd
october at 2.30 pm (1 hour).
CHILEAN
WINES
AND
VINEYARDS,
presented by Cécilia ALARCON SALINAS,
Chilean Sommelière.
A trip in South American and a degustation
of 5 particular white wines.
• Casa Marin, Cipreses, Sauvignon Blanc, San Antonio Valley
• Viña Estampa, Inspiración Riesling, Paredones-Colchagua Valley
• Pandolfi Price Wines, Los Patricios, Chardonnay, Itata Valley
• Roberto Henriquez, Rivera del Notro Blanco, Itata Valley (Blend Moscatel, Corinto and Semillon)
• Viña Capitán Pastene, Los Confines, Moscatel de Alejandría, Malleco Valley.

The GRANDS CRUS D’ALSACE
Thanks to our partner, the CIVA, its
oenologist will present the diversity
of Alsatian terroirs and invite us to an
exceptional tasting of 5 white wines :
- Grand Cru Altenberg de Bergbieten
- Grand Cru Brand
- Grand Cru Kastelberg
- Grand Cru Pfersigberg
- Grand Cru Rangen
Let’s discover the expression of our
volcanic, calcareous, schistic, marly and
granitic soils!
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Wineries
20 represented countries among with first entries for Bulgaria,
Japan, Mexico and the State of New Mexico (USA).
• Australia
• Austria
• Belgium
• Bulgaria
• Chile

• Czech Republic
• France
• Germany
• Greece
• Hungary

• Italia
• Japan
• Luxemburg
• Mexico
• Moldavia

• Netherlands
• Slovakia
• Slovenia
• Spain
• USA
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FOCUS
HUNGARIA
by JOSZEF KOZARKA

journalist, wine writer and loyal judge at
the Mondial des Vins Blancs Strasbourg
TRADITION AND INNOVATION ENHANCE THE VALUES OF HUNGARIAN
WINE

Credit photo by Tibor DEKANY
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Hungary is undoubtedly one of the countries which have the longest and richest
traditions of grape culture and also belong to the selected group of those ones
that can boast a glorious history of producing one of the world’s most highly
acclaimed wines.
In his foreword to a book, Hugh Johnson stated some time ago that the „past
is vital evidence of Hungary’s potential, both human and topographical, as a
source of great wines”. As far as the present is concerned, during the three
decades passed since the fall of communism the wine sector has undergone
significant changes due also to radical reforms in agriculture. The major
feature of the measures taken by the authorities was the privatization and the
encouragement of investments, including foreign ones.
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Nowadays, the total surface area under vines destined for the production
of wine amounts to 62.700 hectares. (Last year the area of vines not bearing
grapes was 14.450 hectares.) White varieties represent 69,5% of the total and
the most widely planted are the Bianca (5.642 h), Cserszegi Füszeres (4.088 h),
Furmint (3.712 h), Olaszrizling (3.517 h), Irsai Oliver (2.278 h). The most cultivated
red ones are the Kékfrankos (7.704 h), Cabernet Sauvignon (2.416 h), Merlot (2.147
h), Cabernet Franc (1.457 h), Zweigelt (1.408 h).
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The last five-year national average of the total yield is 438.170 tons and that of
the volume of wine produced is 2,98 million hectoliters. In 2020 the total grape
harvest was 419.540 tons, with an average yield per hectare of 7.2 tons, and the
wine production amounted to 2,89 million hectoliters.
In Hungary there are 22 wine districts having varied soil composition and
subclimate as well as tradition which basically determines the grape varieties
best suited to grow. The one with the largest extension is the Kunság representing
32% of the total. The smallest is Mór with barely 452 hectares of vineyards.
Undoubtedly, the most famous is TOKAJ which has built an individual reputation
and created a special status, being its name synonymous with exceptional
craftsmanship of centuries old winemaking. It is situated in the north-eastern
part of the country, at the foothills of the Zemplén Mountins and along the
Bodrog river, where the Furmint, Hárslevelü and Sárgamuskotály are the pricipal
grape varieties, The vineyards are lovcated on extremely diverse volcanic soil at
an altitude of about 100-300 meters above sea level. (In 2020 a total of 110.800
hectoliters of wine were produced from 5.478 hectares of vineyard area.)
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As described by the UNESCO when in 2002 it was registered on the World
Heritage List as Historic Cultural Lanscape, the „intricate pattern of vineyards,
farms, villages and small towns, with their historic networks of deep wine cellars,
illustrates every facet of the production of the famous Tokaj wines. Documented
history of the wine region since 1561 attests that grape cultivation as well as
making the «aszú» wines have been permanent for centuries. The legal base
of delimitation of the territory is among the first in the world, dating back to
1737 when the respective royal decree was issued. Its legendary noble sweet
wine is made from botrytized grapes using very special vinification. The noble
rot affects them year by year due to the combined properties of the particular
microclimate and appropriate varieties. During this process, by cause of the
early autumn and dawn mists, they swell and burst, triggering the botrytization
of the berries. The wine produced from this extremely high sugar and extract
content grapes have many absolutely characteristic features, such as higher
residual sugar content and unique aroma composition”. In 2013 a new regulation
was inacted according to which the minimum sugar contant of the Aszú was
set at 120 grams per liter and the aging requirement was lowered to 2 years in
total, with at least 18 months in barrel.

Credit photo by Hunagrian Tourism Agency
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In the past few years dry wines made from Furmint are coming to the fore. The
renowned winemaker István Szepsy, a living legend of Tokaj, was the pioneer
who dared to stimulate changes in production methods in order to gain more
expressive and approachable style and thus inspired a generation of producers
to follow suit. Presently this varietal wine, especially from single vineyard, is
really caught on and has become a focus for several producers.
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There are also a couple of wineries that
have been experimenting with using
the Furmint for producing traditionally
fermented sparkling and natural wines.
They are convinced that the good
acidity and fairly neutral flavour make it
ideal also for these purposes, however,
not everyone shares their view.
With respect to the last vintage, it will
definitely not go down as a great one
and is likely to be remembered as a year
of dry wines, both still and sparkling,
having zesty acidity and taut structure.
The quantity of Aszú made in 2020 is a
fraction of what was produced in such
outstanding years as 2019 or 2017, and
its character will be similar to those
of 2014 and 2010, lacking the optimal
complexity of rich flavours. (The best
vintages of the past quarter century:
1999, 2009, 2013.)
As far as the effect of the climate change
on the wine district is concerned, the
representatives of the local council of
producers consider that for the time
being it is responded without major problems, first of all because of the good
resistence of the authorized varieties.
Concerning regional development, the government has recently earmarked
420 million euros to fund projects that aim at enhancing the attractiveness
and competitiveness of Tokaj as a tourist destination. (About a third of the total
sum granted will go to the reconstruction and resurfacing of roads, including
vineyard access ones.)
The fame of EGER is historically due to the red wines, first of all to the Bikavér
which deserves special mention because it is reputed abroad to be the best
known of all Hungarian red brands. Located on the southern slopes of the Bükk
Mountains, in a north-easterly direction from the country’s capital, this wine
district has an area of 5.652 hectares under vines and 3.680 hectares of it are
planted with red varieties. The Kékfrankos (1.267 h), Merlot (540 h), Cabernet
Sauvignon (451 h), Blauburger (309 h) and Cabernet Franc (248 h) represent 41%
of the total vineyard space. The most grown white varieties are the Hárslevelu
(261 h) and the Olaszrizling (258 h).
As far as the environment of cultivation is concerned, the climate is relatively
cool and the soils are varied that is why the flavor and character profile of the
wines change significantly. In 2020 a total volume of 41.325 tons of grape was
harvested and 217.740 hectolitres of wine were produced.
It is worth mentioning that the Egri Bikavér (Bull’s Blood of Eger) is the first
wine with a protected designation of origin, entered in the national registration
in 1997, and at present it is produced in accordance with a regulation that
defines three tiers of quality: classicus, superior and grand superior. This dry
red blend made from at least 4 varieties is based on the Kékfrankos (maximum
proportion: 65%) and its color ranges „from garnet red to deep ruby, with a rich
spicy and fruity fragrance and taste, without pronounced tannins. It has notes of
maturation and fresh fruit. The fact that the character of no single grape variety

Credit photo by Tibor DEKANY
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is predominant demonstrates its complexity”. With respect to the superior and
grand superior categories, long ageing in barrels and bottles impart a mature,
full-bodied character”. (All together, 13 grapes are permitted to produce the
classicus and 12 ones in case of the superior and grand superior ranges. Ageing
in oak barrel is required during 6 and 12 months, respectively.)
The Egri Csillag (Star of Eger) was born just eleven years ago when a group of
producers has bet on the special recognition of the values of the white varieties
traditionally grown in the region and thus give life to a «little brother» of the
emblematic red one. This new dry blend is also made from at least 4 varieties
chosen from 31 locally authorized grapes among which the majority has been
traditionally cultivating in the Carpathian Basin. The regulation stipulates the
minimum percentage of each variety (5%) as well as the maximum of the
dominant one (50%) and the aromatic grapes (30%). As for the superior and
grand superior categories, a minimum of 6 months of ageing in oak barrel is
prescribed. The wines are fresh and fruity with shades ranging from greenish
white to yellow. Depending on the vineyards they come from and their ageing,
one can be full-bodied and has floral aromas and a hint of minerality. These are
rather complex wines that should never be all about the variety, rather about
the terroir.
According to the representatives of the local wine communities, these days the
primary focus of the producers is on these two brands, however, the growth
of rosé wine have prompted them to devote more attention to it as well. They
are also aware that it is no longer optional to have a strategic plan for digital
marketing and concentrated effort within the wine district is highly relevant
in this context, too. Being the town of Eger one of the most visited domestic
tourist destinations, the wineries also have the necessary infrastructure to
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provide unforgettable experience for the visitors. (A unique place is the Valley
of the Beautiful Woman where more than two dozen cellars carved into rock
wait for guests eager to sample styles and vintages.)
The grapes grown in VILLÁNY are also dominantly red and destined mainly for
dry wines. It is the southermost wine district of the country, located on the
border area with Croatia, where a Mediterranean subclimate, with the largest
number of annual sunshine hours, has significant influence on the viticulture.
The soil is mainly loess over limestone and clay. The total surface of vineyards
amounts to 2.390 hectares, out of which only 443 are planted with white
varieties. Out of 25 red ones grown there Cabernet Sauvignon (410 h), Cabernet
Franc (336 h), Portugieser (328 h), and Kékfrankos (296 h) clearly stand out with
their plantation area.
The established producers of this high profile wine district were among the
first to take advantage of the new possibilities opened as a consequence of
Hungary’s political and economic transition process in the early 90’s, and within
a short time several of them became star of the wine sector and they have
gone on staying at the forefront.
During several decades this wine district has been best known for the
Portuguiser (Kékoportó) that was linked to its identity. The easy to drink young
wines with intense fruitiness made from this traditional variety were affordable
to many consumers who could find them in almost all cellars, sold bottled or
filled a jug straight from the barrel. A few of today’s winemakers tend towards
producing more complex ones after having gained enough experience about
the ageing potential of it, nonetheless three years ago a new community brand
was created that intends to highlight the values of the Portugieser in a blend.
It is the „READy” which is light in body and thus offers an alternative to the
typically robust wines Villány is famous for.
In recent times, the wine district has been gaining more and more recognition
and fame due to the Villányi Franc which indicates a Cabernet Franc classified
as Premium and Super Premium. (The regulation of its production indicates
that the maximum grape yield is limited to 5 tons per hectare and an alcoholic
degree of 12.8% is required as a minimum. It needs 24 months of aging in total,
of which at least 12 months must be passed in oak barrels.) It can be described
as one that has been „matured in carefully structured oak barrels and develops
the polished hallmarks of aging”. In its complex bouquet intensive fruitiness
and scented spices harmonize with velvety tannins. It has strong character with
depth and potential.
It should also be mentioned that there are dedicated winemakers who work
to save indigenous grape varieties from extinction, for example the red Fekete
Járdovány which has been widely cultivated centuries ago in the historical
territories of Hungary. Currently it is grown on 1,2 hectares with a density of
7.200 vines which yield an average of 0.75 kilo of grapes per plant. Its wine
is medium-bodied with aromatic intensity and firm structure as well as soft
tannins and a long clean fruit forward finish.
Red grapes play significant role also in SZEKSZÁRD where some producers
have developed special affection for the Kadarka that is being rediscovered for
making very high quality wines, too. (This was the first red grape introduced in
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Hungary more than half a millennium
ago and in subsequent centuries it
became the most widely planted one.
However, in recent decades it has
declined dramatically.) They have been
focusing on clonal selection and also
finding blocks of ancestor vines to be
revitalized. The best results have been
obtained in reducing the sensitivity to
black rot and in increasing the intensity
of color of the berries. Also to be
mentioned are the wines made from
this gape grown in century old plots
that have won important international
acclaims.
It is worth to notice, that this is the
only other wine district where the
denomination Bikavér is allowed to be
used. The one made there is obviously
influenced by a different terroir but
also requires at least 4 varieties to
be blended, with the obligatory use
of Kékfrankos (minimum 45%) and
Kadarka (minimum 5%).
As a metter of interest, there are trailblazers who recently began experimenting
with new varieties (Malbec, Marsalan, Sagrantino, Tannat) never grown before in
the country which are performing quite well.
The total area under vines is 2.220 hectares and the grape yield in 2020 amounted
to 15.835 tons. The most extensively grown varieties are the Kékfrankos (650 h),
Merlot (384 h), Cabernet Franc (241 h) and Cabernet Sauvignon (233 h). The last
ten-year average of the total wine production was 94.450 hectoliters.
A new national survey revealed that consumers show a great willingness to
purchase the wines of Szekszárd and accociate its popularity to high quality. It
has recently been announced that the governing body of the local wine sector
is preparing a new strategic plan aimed at putting more emphasis on marketing
and communication.
In Hungary there are two wine districts with surface by no means large, however,
their fame has been peaked for several decades and is owed to amazing wines
produced from native white varieties in soils of volcanic origin of the north side
of Lake Balaton.
In BADACSONY the Kéknyelü is the one intimately linked to the wine district
(1.326 h) and can be considered as one of the country’s most emblematic grapes
that has been source of inspiration of several poets and musicians. It is a very
delicate late ripening variety which in good vintages gives wines with strong
personality presenting fruitiness with hints of minerality and zippy acidity. Aged
well enough, they benefit from softer textures and more complex aromas. While
not all winemakers are keen to grow it, some others make it perfect also for late
harvest wines and, ocasionally, ice wines.
It is the exciting Juhfark that has established the popularity of SOMLÓ (514 h)

Credit photo by Tibor DEKANY
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through the legendary „wine of the wedding night” to which medicinal properties
have been attributed, among them its alleged ability to guarantee the women’s
capacity to give birth to male child. (It is asserted by some historians that a glass
of it was obligatory for the newly married couples in the Court of the Habsburgs
and in other aristocratic families.)
It is no exaggeration to say that the wines made in this unique terroir are among
the most fiery and mineral-driven whites in the world. When it is young and
even though made skillfully, the robust acidity can overpower the aromas, while
when properly aged, its mineral vein is solidly formed, with creamy texture and
a round voluminous mouthfeel.
Like in other countries, also in Hungary there are under-the-radar wine districts
well worth to know better, like the BÜKK which is under-shadowed by the
neighbouring giants (Eger, Tokaj) and where noteworthy discoveries can be
unveiled, based on criteria such as new approach for some varieties and focus
on organic viticulture. The extent of the vineyards is 1.011 hectares and 58% of
them are planted with white varieties, including some relatively new crosses.
From two them, two producers could craft top-quality wines with expressiveness
in which the quintessence of the variety sincerely echoes.
The Zenit (Ezerjó & Bouvier) of Roland Borbély (Nyékládháza) tipically shows the
lovely savory character and that is precisely why it is included in the wine list of
the best restaurants of the capital city. The grapes are handpicked selectively,
the must is fermented with wild yeasts in contact with the skin, the wine remains
on fine lees in oak barrels of different origin during 10-12 months.
The Cserszegi Füszeres (Irsai Oliver &Traminer Rot) of Zsolt Sándor (Miskolc) is
made from organically grown grapes which were allowed to spontaneously
ferment and go through sur lie maturation in oak casks, almost without
intervention. The palate is smooth and richly textured exhibiting complexity
and perfect harmony with lingering finish. A perfect option for natural wine
fanatics.
For many Hungarians and especially for devoted winemakers, wine is a
mysterious and fabulous gift from God that touches the soul because it has
a spiritual component that transcends the liquid content of a bottle. It is a
commonly shared view that the values of a wine does not purely come from
its intrinsic taste but also from what it represents, including tradtions. In several
places of the country there is a wide variety of customs passed down from
generation to generation, connected to growing grape and using its juice for
crafting wine, which are showcased in community celebrations.
One of them is the Feast of Saint Martin, the saint born in a town located in the
territory of the present-day Hungary, which is dedicated to the new red wines
and goose dishes. It is a common belief that those who do not eat them on
this day will starve throughout the coming year and the more one drinks the
healthier will be henceforward. The most popular event is held in the open air
ethnographic museum (Skanzen) of Szentendre, where visitors can immerse
themselves in an authentic countryside ambience and while enjoying delicious
food and sipping the new releases of prestigeous wineries, in rural settings
authentic folk music and dance are performed.
In each wine district the harvest festival is an event of special importance
and during a few days most of them become a hub of joyous celebration. On
such occasion, the visitors get a closer view of the rural heritage and rejoice
in traditions reanimated in contemporary version such as the procession in
folk costumes. The largest crowd lines the streets of the enchanting town of
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Szekszárd and after the parade can enjoy a show of entertainers staged on the
main square. In Eger the most popular attraction is the procession of veteran
vintage tractors and the „beauty contest” of the new ones.

Images:
Tibor
Dékány,
award-winning artist at the
International Photo Exposition
on Vine and Wine „Terroirs
d’Images” (France), Hungarian
Tourism Agency

Useful sources:
https://winesofhungary.hu/wine-regions
https://www.tokajtoday.com/
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Special mention in the «professional» category
awarded to the photograph «the great ceremony begins» (Tokaj, Hungary) by Tibor DEKANY
Like the Tokaj wine brotherhood to which he belongs, Tibor DEKANY brings together two
precious qualities for the art of vine and wine photography: he is patient and faithful.
The photographer waited patiently for luck to grant him both the dark density of clouds, the
fluid luminosity of the sun’s rays and the brilliant reflection of vine leaves in the fall. the humble
alignment of women as absorbed by their fine work makes this photographic composition a
divine moment.
These women meticulously sort the botrytised grapes one by one, like the living incarnation
of the biblical parable: «of the good grain and the tares». This annual ritual will give birth to a
legendary wine: Tokaji Aszu, the oldest botrytised wine in the world!
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THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS
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Vitisphere

RESULTS 2021:
APPOINTMENT ON THE 11TH OF OCTOBER AT 6.00PM ON THE
PAGE MONDIAL DES VINS BLANCS STRASBOURG FOR A SPECIAL
LIVE FROM THE STRASBOURG EVENTS TV STUDIO
MONDIAL-VINS-BLANCS.COM
PRESS : AVENUEDELAPUB

France et International : Virginie LUSSEYRAN et Frédérique PIERRÉ
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